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We study the identification of a pair of time-dependent convolution kernels 
appearing in an abstract linear hyperbolic integrodilferential equation. We prove 
local (in time) existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence on data results. 
We show the applications of such abstract results to viscoelasticity and electro- 
magnetic wave propagation in rigid nonconducting dielectrics. c’ 1992 Academx 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of materials with memory some integrodifferential equa- 
tions of hyperbolic type have been proposed to describe physical phenomena 
like, e.g., viscoelasticity (see [ 3, 5, 10, 21, 22]), electromagnetic waoe 
propagation (see [3, 14]), and heat conduction (see [ 11,201). 
Let us show two significant examples, confining ourselves to consider 
linear equations and referring the reader to [9] for other examples. 
(i) Let R G R3 be a homogeneous and compressible body. It has a 
linear viscoelastic behavior of Boltzmann type if its displacement vector 
u = (u’, u’, u’) satisfies the following stress-strain law (see, e.g., [3, 10.2.5, 
Eq. (10.120)]) 
+I: $i+z(r)Etm(U)(-~, f--5) dr XEQ, t30, (1.1) 
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where the dot denotes from now on the time derivative, E is the usual strain 
tensor, i.e., 
(T is the stress tensor and IJ is a time-dependent fourth order tensor, called 
the relaxation tensor. Besides, we assume that 9(O) is hyperelastic and 
strongly elliptic (see, e.g., [ 19, Chap. 6, Sect. 6.11). 
The equations of motion are 
ii’(.u, t) = o;i.,(u)(.x, t) +fjx, t), SE Q, t 20, i= 1, 2, 3, (1.2 
where f = (f’, f ‘, f ‘) denotes the body forces and the usual tensorial nota 
tion of the divergence operator is adopted. 
(ii) Let us consider a region Q E R3 containing a rigid holohedral 
isotropic dielectric (see [4, Chap. III, Sect. l] for some technical details). 
This particular type of nonconducting dielectric is described by the 
following constitutive assumptions 
8(x, t)=a;‘2(x, t)+a;‘~~qS(t)G?(x, t-r)dT, .YER, t>o, (1.3) 
g(x, t) = b,‘~(x, t) + b,’ j’ I)(T) 2(x, t-5) dr, XEQ, t20, (1.4) 
0 
where 8, 5?%, 5?, X: Q x [0, + a) -+ R3 denote the electric field vector, the 
electric displacement vector, the magnetic flux density vector, and the 
magnetic intensity vector, respectively. Moreover, a,, b. are given positive 
constants and 4, tj : [0, + m ) + R are memory functions. 
From (1.3)-( 1.4), using Maxwell’s equations, it is possible to find that 
the evolution of 9 is governed by system (see [4, Chap. III, Sect. 1, 
(111.26)]  
@(X, t) + $(o) a’+ 6,’ j-; ii/(T) &(x, t - 5) dr 
I -’ = b,a; A@(.u, t) + boa0 
I 
: d(T) d?(X, t-T) dr, 
XEQ, 120, i= 1, 2, 3. (1.5) 
Here A denotes the Laplace’s operator acting on space variables. 
It is clear that the equations (1.2) (1.5) are of the same kind. Besides, 
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they have another common feature, namely, all the time-dependent kernels 
appearing in their convolution terms are a priori unknown or scarcely 
known (see, e.g., [3, 10.3.5; 5, Chap. 21 see also [2, 231). We recall that 
this fact is well known, for instance, by the engineers in the study of 
viscoelastic materials (see, e.g., [2, 5, 211 and their references]) and by the 
geophysicists in the study of seismic wave propagation (cf., e.g., [3, 231 
and their references). 
The main aim of the present paper consists in studying the identification 
of the mentioned unknown memory kernels along with the standard 
solution by using overdetermined ata associated to the equations under 
consideration (see [68, 151 for similar problems and [2, 23, 241 for 
different approaches). We think that this method may be used in some 
cases described in [S, Chap. 5, Sect. 5.171. 
We point out that the inverse problems we are considering are essentially 
ill-posed. In fact they are equivalent to nonlinear Volterra integral equa- 
tions of the first kind for the unknown kernels (see, e.g., [7, 81) and, as is 
known, solving such equations is an ill-posed problem. These Volterra 
equations turn out to be of the second kind, assuming suitable non- 
vanishing conditions on some data, but also in this case we can expect to 
find local (in time), nonclassical well-posedness only, mainly for those 
equations have quadratic nonlinearities (cf. [ 131 and the references 
therein). 
This paper is essentially divided into two parts. In one part we deal with 
an identification problem for an abstract second order integrodifferential 
equation in a Hilbert space setting. Relating to this abstract formulation we 
prove a local (in time) existence result and continuous dependence on data 
of the solutions for any finite time interval. The other part is devoted to 
showing that some physically reasonable identification problems associated 
to the equations (1.2), (1.5) reduce to the abstract identification problem 
described above, under suitable assumptions on the data. 
Before describing the plan of the paper we remark that our methods are 
based on the Contraction Principle, so a numerical approximation may be 
possible (see, e.g., [8, Sect. 51). 
The plan is as follows. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we describe the abstract identification problem and 
the main abstract results related to it. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the 
application of the obtained reslts to some concrete identification problems 
which can be associated with the equations considered in the examples 
(i)-(ii). Finally, in Sections 6, 7, we report some useful results related to the 
abstract direct problem (i.e., assuming the memory terms to be given) and 
we prove the main results stated in Section 3, respectively. 
We recall that other applications of the results here obtained can be 
found in [9]. 
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2. THE ABSTRACT IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM 
Before describing our identification problem we need some notations. 
Here and in the sequel IP,“(O, T; X) (X being a Banach space, r E N, 
1 dp < + co) denotes the Banach space consisting of all functions 
1~: (0, T) -+ X whose time-derivatives up to the order r belong to 
@lP(O, r; X) := Lp(O, T; X). When X = R we set WrJ’(O, T; R) := 
W*“(O, T). 
The Banach space wP(O, T; X) is endowed with the norm 
II ‘1’ II r. x,x := II )I’ II w.rio, T; x, = C es sup II @(t )I1 x, p= +cc. 
j=O reco. 2-b 
Moreover, Cr( [0, T]; X) denotes the space consisting of all functions 
~1: [0, T] +X continuous along with their first r time-derivatives. 
Endowing this space with the norm II. IIr,3C,X we obtain a Banach space. 
From now on 9(X; Y) (X, Y being Banach spaces) will denote the 
Banach space consisting of all continuous linear operators from X to Y and 
its norm will be denoted by 111. l/lx, ,.. If X= Y then we set 
U(X) :=9(X; Y). 
Let us consider now a real Hilbert space triplet VG HG V* and let 
A: V-+ V*, B: 9B G H -+ V* be continuous linear operators satisfying the 
following conditions 
(hl) A is associated with a bilinear, symmetric, bounded and coer- 
cive form a: Vx V+ R; 
(h2) VG~$; 
(h3) w:={L~Ev:AuEH}~D~:={uE~~:B~EH}. 
Besides, let L, E be subspaces of U(H) n d;p( V), U( k’; V*) n Y( W, H), 
respectively. We also assume that L and E are Banach spaces provided 
they are endowed with suitable norms. Finally, let K be a closed subspace 
of Y(E). After these preliminaries we are able to state our abstract 
identification problem. 
Find u: [0, T] + V, Y: [0, T] -+ K, CD: [0, T] --) L such that 
ii(r)+Au(f)+(Y’* Bu)(f)+(@*Pzi)(t)+@(r) 
= M(Y(f)) + R@(f)) + N(@(f)) + &6’(t)) + F(f), 
for a.e. t E (0, T), T > 0, (2.1) 
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40) = uo, (2.2) 
C(O) = U,) (2.3) 
9(t) = R[ Y, @, u, i](r), for a.e. t E i0, T), (2.4) 
WY(o) = ul,, (2.5) 
c6(r)=S[Y, @, u, i](t), for a.e. f E (0, T), (2.6) 
Q(O) = @(). (2.7 ) 
Here * denotes the usual convolution product with respect to f. 
Moreover, P, QEY(H)~~?(V), M:K+H, @:K-*V, N:L+H, 
m: L + V, and F: (0, T) 4 H, u. E V, uI E H, Y. E K, a0 E L are given. 
Finally, R and S are given operators such that 
RCC @, u, Al E 4 S[Y @, u, ci](f)E L, for a.e. t E (0, T), 
for any ‘P: [0, T] --+ K, @: [0, T] + L, and U: [0, T] + V sufficiently 
smooth. 
3. MAIN ABSTRACT RESULTS 
Taking the previous section into account, let p E [ 1, + ,s] and let us 
assume 
FE W’.p(O, T; H)+ Lp(O, T; V): (3.1 
MOE w U,E v; (3.2 
MEY(K; H), AEY(K; V); (3.3 
NE U(L; H), ReLqL; V). (3.4 
Besides, we set 
Z(T) := W’,p(O, T; K) x W’*p(O, T; L) x C( [0, T]; W) x C’( [O, T]; V), 
and we assume 
(h4) R: Z(T) --) Lp(O, r; K), S: Z(T) + Lp(O, T; L); 
that (h5) g’ 
rven p > 0, there exist C, (p, t) > 0 and g E Lp(O, T; R ’ ) such 
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for a.e. t E (0, to), t, E (0, T], for any (Y, Y, II, ,v) E Z(to) satisfying 
lI~~l,~~~~~~~llz,~~~:=II’YIIl,p,K~ /I~I .p.L+lI~‘IIO,r.U’+ /l~4l,.,.,-dp; 
(3.5) 
(h6) given p > 0, there exists C,(p, t) > 0 such that 
IIIR[Y,@, L’, w](t)-R[P, $6, ,i](f)lll~ 
+ l(lS[Y,@,u, w](t)-S[P, 8, i;,ii~](f)lllL 
for a.e. t E (0, to), to E (0, T], 
for any (Y, @, L’, \+I), (!P, 6, E, 3) E Z(t,) satisfiing (3.5). 
Here C, , Cz: R + x R + + R+ are continuous functions. 
We recall that X+ Y (X, Y being Banach spaces), defined as usual (see, 
e.g., [17, Chap. 2, Sect. g, Definition 2.g.2]), is a Banach space. Besides, 
(I/ .I11 K and (I(. )(I L denote the norms in K and in L, respectively. 
Our first result is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the assumptions (h 1 )-( h6), (3.1)-( 3.4), there exists 
T* E (0, T] such that the identification problem (2.1)-(2.7) admits a unique 
solution (u, Y, @)E [C([O, T*]; W) n C’( [0, T*]; V)] x W’,p(O, T*; K) x 
W19p(0, T*; L) with ii E C( [0, T*]; H) + Lp(O, T*; V). 
Remark 3.1. It will be clear from the proof (see Section 7) that T* 
explicitly depends on known quantities only. 
The second result is concerned with the continuous dependence on data 
of solutions. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {F,, uo,, ulj, Mj, &, Njv Nj, ul,,, @oj}’ jE { 1, 2}, 
satisfy (3.1 k(3.4) and let Yoje K, Qoj E L (j = 1, 2). Moreover, let 
Pj, Qj~ 9(H) n U(V) and let R,: Z(T) -+ Lp(O, T, K), S,: Z(T) -+ 
Lp(O, T, L) (j= 1, 2) be given operators satisfying (h4t(h6). ff 
(u,, Yj, Qj)e [C([O, T]; W) n C’( [0, T]; V)] x W1,p(O, T; K) x 
W’Sp(O, T; L) solves the identification problem (2.1 t(2.7) with F, uo, u,, M, 
iii; N, NT P, Q, ‘fl,, @o replaced by F’, uoj, ul,, Mjv Mj, Ni, fl,, f’jv Qj, ‘J’oj, 
Qoj, respectively, then the following estimate holds 
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I/~~-~,lIo.r,~+II~~-~,I/,,,,.+Il’Y*-’Y,lI,.,..+lI~,-~,II,,,,, 
< C, (P, A T)( II f’z - F 1 II R ‘1. QO, r H) + L+-(0, r I’, 
+/I~o~--o,Il~+II~,,--u,,lI,, 
+ III M2 - M, III K.H + Ill @z - A, Ill K. I’ 
+ 111 Nz - N, /iI L, H + 111 fl, - N, 111 H, I’ 
+ III P? - p, Ill0 + Ill Q2 - e, III 0 + Ill ul,z - y/o* Ill K + Ill @oz - @o, III L 
+ min .,E ; 1.2) ( II R, [ yiyi, @j3 Uir c,l - RI C yjui, @.,, uj, ii/l IIo,~,K 
+ II sZ 1 yjvi, @jP u~3 li,l - sI C y~2 @ji, uj3 tijl llO,p.L)}2 (3.6) 
where III . j/lo denotes the norm in Y(H) n LZ’( V) and p > 0, A > 0 satisfy, 
respectively, 
iE~~~,, {II *jllO.p.K+ lldjllO.p.LJ GP, (3.7) 
I J 
max { II F-II I.,, , w 
iefl.2) 
IO. r: H) + LP(O, 7-z c’) + 11 #O, 11 W + 11 u lj 11 I’ + 111 Mj 111 K. H 
+ III A; III K. v + III Ni III K, H + III flj Ill H. F) 6 n. (3.8) 
Here Cj: (R+)‘-+ R + is a continuous function non-decreasing in each of 
its arguments and also depending on A, B, 111 P, /Ilo, III Q, l/lo. 
Remark 3.2. As we shall show in the next sections (see Theorems 4.2, 
5.2), in the applications the last term on the right hand side of inequality 
(3.6) can be estimated by suitable norms of known functions. 
Remark 3.3. .Let us assume, in place of (3.1), FE W’~‘(O, T; H) + 
C( [0, T]; V). Moreover, let us assume (cf. (h5)) ge C( [0, T]; R+). Then 
the solution given by Theorem 3.1 is more regular, namely (u, Y, @) E 
[C([O, T*]; W)nC’([O, T*]; V)nC’([O, T*];H)]xC’([O, T*];K)x 
C’( [0, T*]; L). 
Note that the estimates (3.6t(3.8) have to be modified according to the 
increased regularity (see [ 71). 
4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL LINEAR VWZOELASTICITY 
Recalling example (i) described in the Introduction and assuming, for 
the sake of simplicity, that the body Q is isotropic, then the relaxation 
tensor becomes (cf. [3, 10.2.5, (10.113)], see also [lo]) 
~iir,(t)=~C~b(t)-ICI,(t)l 6ijdh,+ ~~,(t)CLSi~Sjm+6,,6j/l, t 2 0, (4.1) 
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where 6 = [S,] denotes the Kronecker tensor. So, in addition to the dis- 
placement vector u, we have to find the unknown functions tih, $,, called 
the bulk rela?cation function and shear rela?ration function, respectively. We 
also have to take into account the physical assumption (see, e.g., [3, 10.3.1. 
(10.126)-j) 
qh(O) = 3& $,(O) = 2/L (4.2) 
where K, p > 0 are the elastic bulk and elastic shear modulus, respectively. 
Note that +(O) is hyperelastic and strongly elliptic (cf. (4.1)-(4.2)). 
In order to determine u, tih, and ti5 we can use the equation of motion 
(1.2) along with a set of initial-boundary data, for instance 
u’(x, 0) = u;(s), xEf2, i= 1,2, 3, (4.3 ) 
2(x, 0) = 2.4; (x), XEL?, i= 1,2, 3, (4.4) 
u’(x, t) = 0, (x, t)Ei)Qx(O, T),i=l,2,3, (4.5) 
where uO, ur : Q + R3 are given. But that is not enough as we also need 
additional information related to the identification of rjh and II/,. The 
physical context of the problem suggests that we can assume that a pair of 
traction components is known over portions of the boundary dQ for all 
time t E [0, T], namely 
I 
arj(UN?', t) nj(J') d~(I')=g,(t), IE [0, T], rE {l, 2, 31, (4.6) 
rl 
a,-(u)(.v, t) n,(y) dW) =g2(t), tE p-4 z-1, JE { 1, 2,3}, (4.7) 
whee g,, g,: [0, T] + R are given functions. Here T,c &2, meas rj > 0 
(j= 1,2), n = (n’, n2, n’) denotes the vector normal to the boundary 8.Q. 
and dZ is the usual Lebesgue surface measure. Moreover, r, s E { 1,2, 3 ) are 
fixed indices with r # s if r, differs from T2 by a zero-measure set. 
Summing up we can formulate the following identification problem. 
Find u: 52 x (0, T) -+ R3, tihr tis: [0, T] + R satizjjing (1.2), (4.3)-(4.7). 
We now show how Theorem 3.1 applies to this problem. 
Let us set 
H := L,(Q; R3), V := H;(Q; R3), 
(AZ)’ :=&(z), VzEC,“(Q;R3),i=1,2,3, (4.8) 
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where 
and D is an open, bounded, and connected subset of R3 having a smooth 
boundary &2 (e.g., of class V2). It is a standard matter to check that (cf. 
(4.1)-(4.2)) A: V+ V* = HP’(Q; R3) is a linear operator associated with a 
bilinear, symmetric, bounded, and coercive form a: V x V+ R defined by 
4w, z) := j, II/,jlm(O) 6j(z)(.x) hl(Z)(.~) & VW, z E v. 
Thus (hl) is satisfied. Moreover, note that (cf. (h3) and, e.g., [ 19, Chap. 6, 
Sect. 6.3, Rem. ( 1 )] ) 
W= HA(Q; R3) n H2(Q; R3), (4.10) 
where C, is a positive constant depending on A and 52. Consider now the 
following set 
and let E be the subspace of U( V, V*) n Y( W; H) defined by 
E:=(Be$P(V, V*)n6P(W;H):(Bz)‘:=3,,,~,(z),Vz~C,”(Q;R3), 
i= 1, 2, 3, S,(z) :=Q,-,,,,E,,(z), QE K). 
Introducing in E the following norm 
ll/~lll.:= Ibl + ISI, (4.12) 
where O,,,,, = bcS$,,,, + ~[6,,6~, + 6,6,], E becomes a Banach space. Let us 
consider now a E K. It is not difficult to realize that d may be viewed as 
a linear operator from E into itself. Then, endowing K with the norm 
defined by (4.12) it turns out to be a closed subspace of Y(E). 
Taking into account the previous considerations, observe that Eq. (1.2) 
can be rewritten as (cf. (1.1) and (4.8t(4.9)) 
ii(x, t) = Au@, t) + I’ Y’(s) h(s, t -s) ds + f(x, t), (x, 2) E Q x (0, T). 
0 
(4.13) 
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Here !P E K and BE E are defined, respectively, by 
QJt) := b(t) 6,6,m + s(r)[6,,6,, + &Jill, (4.14) 
(Bz)i := 8,Jz), Vz~C:(Q;R~),i=l,2,3, (4.15) 
where (cf. (4.1)) 
and 
b(t) := &L(t) - 4m1, s(t) := ~$,(r,. (4.16) 
sij(z) := oijhElm(z), O+, := #;,Si,,, + 6,6,,] E K. 
Setting now (cf. (h2)-(h3)) 
& := H’(Q; R3), D, := H*(Q; R3), 
(h2) and (h3) are satisfied (cf. (4.10)-(4.11)), 
Let us assume that 
“0, UI E w; (4.17) 
V divu,, Au, E V, Vdivu,, Au,EH; (4.18) 
Au,+f(.,O)E w, Au,+~(.,O)EV; (4.19) 
fc W3*p(0, T; H) + W+(O, T; V); (4.20) 
g,, g, E W2.p(0, T); (4.21) 
where p E [ 1, + ‘~1 and V, div denote as usual the gradient and the 
divergence operator acting on the spatial variables, respectively. Moreover, 
we assume 
I - ~rj(UO)o’) nj(Y) d-xv) =g, (Oh J a.5j(uO)(Y) nj(Y) dc(Y)=g2(o). fl r2 
(4.22) 
Let us introduce the 2 x 2 matrix 
r(z) := jr, Ekk(Z)o’) nr(Y) dz(Y) Jr, Erj(Z)(Y) n.j(.J') dz(,V) 
Jr~ekk(z)(Y) ns(Y) dz(Y) > S,zEsj(z)(Y) n,(Y) dz(Y) ’ 
t/z E H2(Q; R3). 
Then we prove 
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THEOREM 4.1. Under assumptions (4.1)-(4.2), (4.17)-(4.22), 
det I( uO) # 0, (4.23) 
then there exists T* E (0, T] such that the identification problem (1.2), (4.3) 
(4.7) has a unique solution (u, $b, II/,) E [C( [0, T*]; W) n C’( [0, T*]; V)] x 
W2-p(0, T*) x Wz-p(O, T*), with 
ii~C([0, T*]; W)nC’([O, T*]; V), 
u’~)E C( [0, T*]; H) + Lp(O, T*; I’). 
(4.24) 
ProojI Differentiating twice both sides of Eq. (4.13) with respect o time 
it is easy to check that v := ii formally solves the Cauchy problem 
i(X,t)=AV(r,t)+J‘I~(r)Bu(X,t-?)d?+~(t)BuO(x) 
0 
+ Y(t) Bu, (x) + f(x, t), t-y, t) E Q x (0, T), (4.25) 
v(x, 0) = Au,(x) + f(x, O), XEQ, (4.26) 
gx, 0) = Au,(x) + Y’(0) h,(x) + f(x, O), XEQ, (4.27) 
v(x, t) = 0, (x, t)E Jl-2 x (0, T). (4.28) 
Let us differentiate now (formally) Eqs. (4.6)-(4.7). Recalling (l.l), (4.3), 
(4.14), and assuming for simplicity r = 1, s = 2, we obtain 
jr, ag(fi)(~, 1) nj(y) de(Y) +b(t) j Ekk(uO)o’) n;(ydZ(.v) r, 
+ ‘Wt) j 
r, 
&ii(uoKv) nibI WY) +J1’ Yyiirn,(z) dT 
X I E,,(~)(.Y, t-T)nj(?,)dC(?~)=gi(t), VtE [0, T], i= 1, 2. r, 
(4.29) 
Note that, taking the limit as t + Of in (4.29), owing to conditions (4.4), 
(4.23) we get b(0) and s(O) in terms of known quantities, that is, 
40) = bo, 40) = so, (4.30) 
where b,, so E R are given. 
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A further differentiation of Eq. (4.29) gives (cf. (4.4)), for i= 1, 2, 
+ 2S(r) 1 Ey(h)(.I’) n,(y) WY) 
r, 
+b(t)S,;C,,(U,)o.)n,(~)~~(~~)+s(r)j &i/(U,)(I’)n,(l’)d~(?,) 
r, 
+ j; ~Ijh,(T) Lb J E,,,,(V)(?; f-T) n,(Y) dz(J’) 
r, 
=iJt), for a.e. t E (0, T). (4.31) 
Summing up, if the identification problem (1.3), (4.3)-(4.7) admits a 
unique solution (u, tjb, $,) having the regularity properties stated in 
Theorem 4.1, then (L’, 6, S)E [C( [0, T]; W) n C’( [0, T]; V)] x W’,P(O, T) x 
lW’(O, T) solves the identification problem (4.25)-(4.28) (4.31). Setting 
now (cf. (l.l), (4.9), (4.14)) 
R’(v, b, s)(t) 
:=g;(o-J aq(v)(?; I) nJ.Y) WY) 
rt 
-b(t) [ EMU, dz(~)-23(t) J E~(UI)O.)nj()~) dz(y), 
L r, 
for a.e. t E (0, T), i = 1, 2. (4.32) 
Thanks to condition (4.23), the equations (4.32) can be rewritten as 
[6(r), 2S(t)]* =I(u,)-’ [W’(v, b, s)(t), S?*(v, b, s)(t)]* 
:= CR’(v, b, s)(t), R2(v, b, s)(t)]*> for a.e. t E (0, T), 
(4.33) 
where * denotes the transposition operation. 
Let us set 
M(0) := QBu,, A(@) := OBu,, VO E K, (4.34) 
L := U(H) n U( V), NEN:=O, s:=o, (4.35) 
F(x, t) :=Y(x, t), for a.e. (I, 2) E Q x (0, T), (4.36) 
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and, moreover, 
NY? VI(l) := [NIT Vli,h (t)l, 
where (cf. (4.14)) 
RCyY vlijh* Cf) :=R’(v, yv)(t) 6ii~l,pr 
+ R2(v, y’)(t)C&~j, + &m6j,l, for a.e. t E (0, T). 
(4.37) 
Then we can write the identification problem (4.25)-(4.28), (4.31) in the 
abstract form (2.1 t(2.7), with P = Q := 0, Q0 := 0, and (cf. (4.30)) 
( yO)i,hz := b06ij6h + ‘0 CSi/$r + 6im6j/l. (4.38) 
Recalling now (4.11) and using a well-known trace theorem (cf., e.g., [ 18, 
Vol. I, Chap. 1, Sect. 9.2, Theorem 9.4]), it is not difficult to prove that R 
and S satisfy hypotheses (h4)-(h6). Then Theorem 3.1 applies. Hence there 
exists T* E (0, T] such that the identification problem (4.25)-(4.28) (4.31) 
admits a unique solution (0, b, S)E [C( [0, T*]; W) n C’([O, T*]; If)] x 
W’3p(0, T*) x WL,p(O, T*). 
Finally, recalling (4.2), (4.16), and setting 
u(.x, t) := uo(-y) + tu,(X) + j; (t - T) V(.U, T) dT, 
V(x, t) E Q x (0, T*), (4.39) 
&(f):=3h.+j; [3b(r)+2s(T)]dr, 
~,(f):=2~+~~2s(r)dr,Vr~(O, T*), (4.40) 
we conclude the proof. 1 
Using now Theorem 3.2 we derive a result related to the continuous 
dependence on data of the solutions. Indeed we have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let {fj, uoj, uli, glj, gZj},jE { 1, 2}, satisfy (4.17b(4.23). 
If (Uj, $bj. $sj) E [CCC& Tl; W n C’(CO, Tl; VI X wzqp(O, T) X w2*p(0, T), 
with uj satisfying (4.24), solves the identification problem (1.2), (4.3)-(4.7) 
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with f, uo, u,, g,, g, replaced by f,, uoj, uli, g,, gzj, respectively, then the 
following estimate holds 
; IllI:” -u:“Ilo.~x..u~+ llu:3’-u:3’llo.~.I~ 
j=O 
+ II tib2 - Ic/hl I12,p + II $52 - I(/sl II 2.p 
6C‘lhA ~~.(Il’fZ-‘f,IIW’.P(0,7;H,+Lr,0.~.;1’, 
+lI~~z-~~lIIM’+I/~lz-~l,IIA’ 
+ II A(uo2 - uo,) + (f, - f,N . . O)ll u. 
+IIA~ul,-u,,~+~f,-~,~~~,~~ll,~~ 
+ II V div(uo2 - uoI III v + II duo2 - uol III cr 
+I/ g,z-gllII*.,+lI g22rEhII2.,~? (4.41) 
where p > 0, A > 0 satisfy,, respectively, 
max {II’r.ll ,,. 
jell.2) 
, ct qo, 7-L H) + uJ(0, T; V) + II”OjIIW+ II”ljllL’ 
+ IlVdiv uo,II v+ II d(uoj)ll c 
+llAU~j+fj(~~o~~I~~~+llAul~+f~(~~o~/I~~)~~n~ 
Here C,: (R+)3+R + is a continuous function non-decreasing in each of its 
arguments. Note that C, (p, A, T) also depends on r,, Tr, K, p, det I(u,,), 
det I(u,,). 
Proof: Let us observe that (cf. (4.10), (4.14)-(4.15), (4.17)-(4.18), and 
(4.34)) 
Ill M2 - ML Ill K.HGCS IluI2-ulIIIu’l (4.42) 
III m2 - ml Ill K. v G G { II V Wuo2 - uol)llV+ I14U02-UoL)llv}r (4.43) 
where CS, C6 are positive constants. 
As the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied, we get the estimate 
(cf. (3.6), (4.13t(4.21), (4.34)-(4.38), (4.42H4.43)) 
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ll~,--v,ll,,,.,+Il~~-~,ll,,,.,~+lI~,,-1/l~~lll.p+ll~~2-~slllI.p 
G CT (P, 4 T){ II f2 -‘f, II iG’q0. T. H) + LP,O. T; I’, 
+ II A(U02 - uo1) + (f, - f, )( ‘, 0)ll u 
+/lA(u,2-U,,)+~V2~0)BU02-~,(0)BUO,+~fZ-fl)~~,~)llI’ 
+ IIV Wuo2 - uoI )II c’+ II 4u02 - uol )I1 r,‘+ II uIz - uol II Iq 
+ lb(O)-h,(O)1 + I~2(O)--.~,(O)l 
+ ,E$.n, i (II %(v,, b,, si) - Ri (v,, b,, s,)llp 
+ II R;(vi, b,, s;) - Rf(v,, b,, s,)llJj, (4.44) 
where p > 0, A > 0 satisfy, respectively (cf. (3.7)-( 3.8)), 
max (II~illo.p+ II~iIIo.,)~~~ je / 1. 2; 
max {lit-11 
.,E :1,2: 
, tv’40, I-‘: H) + LP(O, 7-: C’) + II Au,,-+ fj( . . 0)ll IZ 
and C,:(Rf)3+R + has the same properties as C3 in Theorem 3.2. 
On the other hand, the following bound holds (cf. (7.16)) 
IIv/Io.-,.iv+ II~II0,,.,~6~&% 4n (4.45) 
where v is a solution to the direct problem (4.25)-(4.28) with a given 
YE W’,“(O, T) and C, is a positive constant having the same properties as 
C-7. 
Owing to (4.45), taking (4.11), (4.22), (4.32) and the quoted trace 
theorem into account, we easily prove the estimate 
I R:(vi, bi, s,)(f) - Rt(vt, bi, s,)(t)1 + I Ri(v;, bi, s,)(t)- Rf(v,v bi, si)(t)l 
GC,(P, 4 n{l(g,z-g,,)(f)l + I(gzr-if,,)(f)l + IIA(uo,-uo,)II, 
+ II4ul2-UII)IIHI’ for a.e. 2 E (0, T), i = 1, 2. (4.46 ) 
Here C,(p, A, T) has the same properties as C, and also depends on 
C,, r,, det I(u,,), i= 1,2. Besides, let us recall that b,(O) = 6, and 
~~(0) =soj are known (cf. (4.29)-(4.30)). By using (4.23), the mentioned 
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trace theorem, and the equation obtained by (4.29) as t -+ O+, we get the 
estimate 
1602 - ho, I + I so2 - SOI <C,o(P, 4 T)(l(k?,,--g,,)(O)1 + I(kt22-g2,)(0)l 
+ II uo2 - UOI I M.+ II UIZ - Ull II M.). (4.47) 
where C,,(p, A, T) > 0 has the same properties as C,. 
Finally, recalling (4.38)-(4.40), from (4.44), (4.46)(4.47) we derive 
(4.41). 1 
The following remarks, which conclude the section, can be made for the 
next example too. 
Remark 4.1. Theorem 3.1 also applies to identification problems with a 
different kind of additional information (see [S, Sects. 2, 31). 
Remark 4.2. The homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions (4.5) 
can be replaced by a non-homogeneous one (cf., e.g., [ 18, Vol. II, Chap. 5, 
Sect. 3.33). Moreover, generalizing in a suitable way the additional infor- 
mation (4.6))(4.7), we can treat mixed boundary conditions assuming I-,, 
f? to be contained in the boundary part where the displacement is given. 
Note that, in the latter case, the identification (4.10) is false in general and 
a more refined trace theorem is needed (cf., e.g., [ 18, Vol. I, Chap. 2, 
Sect. 61). 
Remark 4.3. The stress-strain law (1.1) hides the implicit assumption 
that the body Q has a particular history, that is, 
u(x, t) = ii, XEQ, -x'<t<o, 
where ii E R3 is a given constant vector (cf. [9]). 
But, in general, the stress-strain law has the form 
a,i(u)(-xt t)=~iir,ll(0)Eln,(U)(?C, t)+ i+’ li/idm(T)Eh(U)(-x, t-T)dT, 
XEQ, t>o. 
Jo 
(4.48) 
We show that our results have 
case. In fact, let us assume that 
u(x, t) = 1 
0, 
w-c t), 
a reasonable interpretation also in this 
~~52, -T,<t<O 
XEQ, -sc<t<-To, 
where To > 0 is a given number and ii: Q x ( - co, - To) + R + is a given 
history function. That is to say, no stress acts on the body Q for a given 
time-interval before the beginning of the dynamic process. 
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Then Eq. (4.48) may be rewritten as 
a,i(u)(-~ t)=&,(O) ~/rn(~N-c r)+j(; ~ii,,,,(~)g,,rr(~)(~~, t--t) dT 
+l+x $iir,A~hm(W~~, r-r)d~, XEQ, rao. (4.49) 
I + r” 
Assuming now Il/ii,,,, to be known in (T,, +a)). the third term on the 
right hand side of (4.49) is a known function. Provided that this function 
be sufficiently smooth, we can determine the relaxation tensor Il/yrm in 
[0, T], where TE (0, r,], obtaining the same results expressed by 
Theorems 4.14.2. 
Remark 4.4. If, e.g., u0 = 0 then the basic condition (4.23) fails. Let us 
show how it can be restored when, as often happens in the applications, 
both the initial data are identically zero (see also [7, Remark 4.21 for 
analogous remarks ). 
Therefore we assume u,, = u, = 0. In this case, if f, g, , and gz are more 
regular, results quite similar to Theorems 4.1-4.2 hold. 
Indeed, let us assume (cf. (4.17)-(4.21)) 
Vdivf(.,O), df(.,O)E V, Vdivf(.,O), df(.,o)~H, (4.50) 
f E C2( [O, T]; W) n C3( [O, T]; V); (4.51) 
f’4’ E W’.P(O F H) + LP(O 2 , F V). 7, 3 (4.52) 
g,, g, E ~4v, n (4.53) 
where p E [ 1, + a ] and, besides (cf. (4.22)), 
gi(“)=gi(o)=ot i= 1,2; (4.54) 
5 arj(f)(Y) nj(Y)d~O~)=i!t(O), - g.vj(f)(Y) n,(J*)dz(Y)=ii2(0). r’I J f-2 
(4.55) 
Owing to the hypotheses (4.51)-(4.54), it is not hard to prove that 
(w,b,s):=(u (4) b S) solves an identification problem quite analogous to 9 3 
(4.25)-(4.28), (4.31). 
Assuming then, in place of (4.23), 
det I(f) # 0, 
and recalling the proof of Theorem 4.1 we can get a local (in time) 
existence and uniqueness result by means of Theorem 3.1. Clearly, in this 
case, u will be more regular than in Theorem 4.1. 
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Taking the previous considerations into account and following the proof 
of Theorem 4.2, it is also possible to find an estimate for the continuous 
dependence on data. 
5. RIGID NONCONDUCTING DIELECTRICS 
Let us associate to the equations (1.5) the following initial-boundary 
conditions 
9’(x, 0) = c&(x), XEQ, i= 1,2, 3, (5.1) 
Fqx, 0) = 63; (x), ~EQ, i= 1, 2, 3, (5.2) 
B’(x, t) =o, (x,t)~dS2x(O,T),T>O,i=l,2.3, (5.3) 
where Q is assumed to be an open, bounded, and connected subset of R3 
with a smooth boundary r:= dO (e.g., of class U’). Moreover, 
9,,, 9J : Q + R3 are known functions. 
Given 4, II/: [0, T] -+ R smooth enough, it is known that the 
Cauchy-Dirichlet problem ( 1.7), (7.1).( 7:3) is well-posed (see, e.g., 
Section 6). 
On the contrary, if 4 and I,!I have to be determined together with 9, 
other information is needed. 
Taking into account the constitutive laws (1.3)-( 1.4), it seems to be con- 
venient, mathematically at least, to assume for instance that the magnetic 
intensity vector flux through two portions of the boundary r to be given 
for all time t E [0, T] (see also Remark 5.1), that is, 
1 (X(.Y, f), n(Y)) d~‘(.Yj=g;(t), Vr E [0, T], i = 1. 2, (5.4) r. 
where ( ., ) denotes the usual scalar product in R3 and g,, g,: [0, T] + R 
are known functions. Here I-, , f 2 c r, meas f, > 0, j = 1, 2, and dC denotes 
the Lebesgue surface measure. 
Therefore we have to deal with the following identification problem 
Find 22:Qx(O, T)+R3,d: [0, r]-R, and I): [IO, T]-+R 
satisfying ( 1.5 j, (5.1 k( 5.4). 
We will show that Theorems 3.1-3.2 apply to this problem. Indeed, let us 
set 
H := L,(Q; R3), V := H#-& R3), 
AZ := -AZ, VZE v. 
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Then V* = HP ‘(52; R3) and (hl ) is satisfied. Besides, we have (cf. (hj)) 
W:= HA(Q; R3)n H’(R; R3) and setting B :=A, (h2)-(h3) are satisfied as 
well. 
Let us assume now 
PO, AG&,, 9, E W, A$ E I’; 
g, 7 g, E w’qo, n, foragivenpE[l, +‘zo]; 
and let us define the 2 x 2 matrix 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
T(z) := 
( 
L,@url Z(Y), nbv)) dz(y) g, (0) 
J,(curlz(.r),n(~)d.Z()‘) gz(0) ’ vzEH’(Q’R3)’ > 
Then we have 
THEOREM 5.1. Under the assumptions (5.5)k(5.6), 
det T(g,,) #O, (5.7) 
then there exists T* E (0, T] such that the identljkation problem ( 1.5) 
(5.1)-(5.4) admits a unique solution (9, 4, $)E [C( [0, T*]; W)n 
C’([O, T*]; V)] x W’,p(O, T*) x W2J’(0, T*) with 
GEC([O, T*]; W)nC’([O, T*]; V), 
9’4’~ C( [0, T*]; H) + Lp(O, T*; I’). 
(5.8) 
Proof: Assume that there exists (2, 4, $) E [C( [0, T]; W) n 
C’( [0, T]; V)] x W’.p(O, T) x W2.p(0, T) solving the identification problem 
(1.5), (5.1)-(5.4) and satisfying (5.8). Differentiating with respect to time 
both sides of Eq. (1.4) we get 
&3(x, t) = i&(x, t) + l+b(t) X(O) 
+~$(T)J@(x, t-r)dr, t-u, f) E Q x (0, T), (5.9) 
0 
where we have assumed a, = 6, = 1 for the sake of simplicity. On the other 
hand Maxwell’s equations yield 
curl 8(x, t) = -&(.u, t), (x, t) E f2 x (0, T). (5.10) 
Recalling Eq. (1.3), from (5.10) we infer 
curl 9(x, I) + J; ‘j(T) curl 9(X, t-t) dr = -92(x, t), (x, t) E Cl x (0, T). 
(5.11) 
409,171 I-4 
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Hence Eqs. (5.9)-( 5.11) give 
curl 2q.q t) + j; r&r) curl G&u, t - r) & 
(x, f)EQX(O, T). (5.12) 
Taking now the additional information (5.4) into account, from (5.12) 
we derive the equations 
for a.e. t E (0, T),j= 1, 2, (5.13) 
A differentiation of such equations yields 
1 
4 
(curl G( 4; t), n(y)) dZ( y) + 4(t) jr, (curl gO( y), n(y)) dZ( y) 
+j)r)mjr,( curl G(y, t-z), n(y))dL(yj= -g,(t)-$(t)gj(0) 
for a.e. f E (0, T),j= 1, 2, 
(5.14) 
where we have taken (5.1) into account. 
Differentiating again the obtained equation and recalling (5.2), we get 
[j 
(curl ~o’o(~), n(y)) d%-) d(t) +g, (0) i&t) 
r, 1 = -g:3'w - $(I) i.j(O) - 440) &Tj(t) 
-~~~(~)g~(i-r)dr-j~(curl,~(~~,I),n(~))~~(~,) 
x 
s 
r: (curl .Q(y, f - r), n(y)) UT(~), for a.e. t E (0, T). (5.15) 
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Note that g,(O) and g,(O) cannot be both equal to zero for (5.7). Thus, 
owing to (5.13), we can assume $(O) to be known. In fact, assuming for 
instance g,(O) #O, from Eq. (5.14) withj= 1 we get 
Wj=$,:= -(g,(O))-’ curl &(J,), n(>,)) dC(y)+gi(Oj (5.16) 
Thanks to (5.7) we can rewrite Eqs. (5.15) into the form 
((b(f), q(f))* = 7(9&’ (LqG, fj, (4](r), Y[L% fj, $](t))* 
:= (ma 4, IllI( SC% 4, Ij/l(w*, for a.e. t E (0, T), 
(5.17) 
where the operators W and .4p are defined by the right hand side of (5.15) 
with j = 1, 2, respectively. 
Setting now v := G’, x := $, and differentiating twice with respect o time 
the equation (1.5), it is not hard to see that (v, 4, x) solves the identifica- 
tion problem 
iqx, t) + Av(x, t) + (4 * Av)(x, I) + (x * i)(x, t) + ~~iqX, f) 
= -~(t)A~,(.~)-~(t)A~&-~(t)~,(X) 
+ X(tK‘ml%,(-~) + Ii/o% (-~)I, for a.e. (x, t)EQ x (0, T), (5.18) 
v(x, 0) = v()(x) := -Aq)(x) - I)@, (x), for a.e. XEQ, (5.19) 
i(x, 0) = v, (x) := - A9, (x) + I++,, [ ASo (x) - t,b,, ,9, (x)] 
-x(O) 9, t-u) - &O) A9b(-u), for a.e. s E 8, (5.20) 
$0) = RCV, 4, xl(t), for a.e. f E (0, T), (5.21) 
40) = 407 (5.22) 
i(t) = xv, 4, Xl(f), for a.e. t E (0, T), (5.23 ) 
x(O) = x0. (5.24) 
Here & and x0 are two real numbers given by equations similar to (5.16) 
i.e., they are obtained taking the limit as t + 0 + in Eq. (5.14) and using 
then condition (5.7). 
In order to apply Theorem 3.1 to the identification problem (5.18)-( 5.24 )
we set E := Y( V; V*) n U( W; H) and we identify L and K with R in a 
natural way. Recalling now the abstract identification problem (2.1))(2.7) 
and setting 
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P := J, Q := $04, 
M(y) := -y/m,, li;r( y) := -~,49~!,, VJ E R. (5.25 
N(y) := -J[Ac20 + l+b&], iiQ, := -JG’,, VIE R, (5.26 
where 9 denotes the identity mapping acting on Y(H) n U(V), it is clear 
that the problem (5.18)-(5.24) turns out to be of type (2.1)-(2.7). 
Moreover, it is easy to check that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied. Hence there exists T* E (0, T] such that the identification 
problem (5.18))(5.24) admits a unique solution (v, 4, X)E [C”( [0, T*]; 
W) n C’([O, T*]; V)] x W’.p(O, T*) x W’.“(O, T*). 
Finally, setting (cf. (5.16)) 
~(X,r):=~o(Y)+l~,(X)+~‘(t-T)“(a,T)dT, V(x, t) E 52 x (0, T*), 
0 
(5.27 
Ii/(t) := $0 + j-i X(T) dT, ‘d’r~ [0, T*], (5.28 
we can conclude the proof. 1 
Let us show now the continuous dependence on data by means of 
Theorem 3.2. We have 
THEOREM 5.2. Let {goj, Q,,, glj,g,,-}, Jo { 1, 2}, satisjj* (5.5)-(X7). If 
(9j3 ~j, ~j) E [C( [O, T]; W) n C,( [O, T]; V)] X W’.‘(O, T) X W’.‘(O, T), 
with gj satisfying (5.8), solves the identification problem (1.5), (5.1 t(5.4) 
with Qo, 9,. g,, g2 replaced by Qo,, 2?,,, g,j, g,, respectively, then the 
following estimate holds 
i Il~‘:“-~‘:“llo.x,w+ lI~‘:3’-%3’l10,r,Y+ 1142-4, IILp+ II$2-Icl, II 
J=o 
G C,, (P, 4 T){ II 902 -go, II w+ II %2 - %, II w+ II Atao2 - go, )II w 
+ lI‘w,*-%,H.+ II g,2-g,,II3,,+ II g22-g21113,p}, 
where p > 0, A > 0 satisfy, respectively, 
JEyt:i (II djIl0.p + II $jllO.p} d p, 
2.1, 
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Here C,,: (R+)3 -+ R + is a continuous function non decreasing in each of 
its arguments. Note that C,, (p, A, T) also depends on fL, r,, det I(gO,), 
det T(L&,). 
Proof It is not hard to see that (cf. (5.25)-(5.26)) 
lllM2-M, lllK,/fHd ll~~~,2-~,,)II,Y, Ill A,-ii-i, lllK.-.~Q IIA(%-%,)lI “1 
(5.29) 
Ill N2 - N, III K.H < II A($,2 -go, )II H + II $02% - I//o,%, II t,, (5.30) 
III m2 - $1 Ill K. I’ d II 2’12 - 2, I II 1’. (5.31) 
Applying then Theorem 3.2 to the identification problem (5.18)-(5.24) 
and taking into account (5.16)-(5.17) (5.29)-(5.31) and the well-known 
inequality 
II z II w6 c,, II AZ II H? VZE w, (5.32) 
where C,, is a positive constant depending on A and Q, we obtain the 
estimate 
IIv2-v,110,x,u + IIi2-i, llo.cc.c.+ llir$1 IILp+ Ilxz-XI II1.p 
d C,, (P, 4 T,{ II %2 - %, II CT/ + II 9,, - %, II w- + II A(%2 - 90, )II cc 
+ IIA(.~,2-~,,)II,,+,~~~nl~ (lIR2(vi, 41, ~i)-R,(vi, 4iT Xi)IIp 
+ II&(VI7 4i9 xi)-S,(v,, di, Xi)ll,)L (5.33) 
where Q > 0. A > 0 satisfy, respectively (cf. (3.7)-(3.8)) 
max CII~,lIo,p+ IIXJO.,~ dp, je cl.2’ < , 
max (Il~~~ll~+Il~iill~+Il~4~~iIl~+lI~~~~ll~~+II~,Il~,p~~~~ 
je{l.2; 
and C,,: (R+)3+R+ has the same properties as C, in Theorem 3.2. 
Reasoning now as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 (cf. (4.45t(4.46)) we get 
I R2tVI.t #i, x;)(t) - RI (Vi, diq Xi)(t)I + I &(vi, di* Xi)(t) - St(Vi, dry Xi)(t)I 
G C,,(P, 4 T) 1 il(gi’z’-g::‘Nt)l + I(&‘-d?)(t)l 
j=O 
+ II 902 - %I II MJ + II 912 - 9, L II U’}, 
f0ra.e. fE(O, T),i=l,2. (5.34) 
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Here C,4(p, A, T) has the same properties as C,? and also depends on 
I-,, fz, det r(&), det r(GY$,,). 
Finally, owing to (5.27)( 5.28), from (5.33)-(5.34) we infer the wanted 
estimate. 1 
Remark 5.1. In place of (5.4) one can use as additional information 
5 (WHY, t) A n(y))‘dZ(y)=g,(t), VtE [0, T], i= 1, 2, L 
where A denotes the usual vectorial product in R3 and g,, g,: [0, T] -+ R 
are given functions. Here r,. fz c r, meas r, > 0, i = 1, 2. 
6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
This section is devoted to study the so-called direct problem, i.e., 
problem (2.1))(2.3) assuming Y and @ to be given. First we state an 
existence and uniqueness theorem, whose proof easily follows from [ 1, 
Teor. 8.11. Then we present a regularity theorem and an a priori estimate 
which will be useful to prove Theorems 3.1-3.2 in the following final 
section. 
Recalling Section 2 and, in particular, (hl ))(h3), let us consider the 
Cauchy problem 
ii(t)+Au(t)+(Y*Bu)(t)+(@*Pci)(t)+Qti(t)=.~(t), fora.e. r~(0, T), 
(6.1) 
u(O) = ug, zi(O)=u,, (6.2) 
and let us assume 
YE W’x’(O, T; K), @EL’(O, T;L); (6.3 
fE w’qo, T; v*) + L”(0, r; H), PECL +%I; (6.4 
UOE K u,EH. (6.5) 
Then we have 
THEOREM 6.1. Under assumptions (6.3).-(6.5), the Cauchy problem 
(6.1 t(6.2) has a unique sofurion UE C( [0, T]; V) n C’( [0, T]; H) with 
ii E C( [0, T]; I’*) + LP(O, T; H). 
Replacing now hypotheses (6.4)-(6.5) by (cf. (h3)) 
f~ W’3p(0, T; H) + LP(O, T; V), PE CL +ml, (6.6) 
UOE w, UlE K (6.7 1 
we get the following. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Under assumptions (6.3 ), (6.6 t( 6.7 j, the Cauchy problem 
(6.1)-(6.2) has a unique solution u E Y(T) := C( [0, T]; W) n C’( [0, T]; V) 
with ii E C( [0, T]; H) + Lp(O, T; V). 
Moreover, the ~follo~rYng estimate holds 
II u II Y(l) := {Il~lltql.,:W)+ II~‘Ilt~,0,r;I~,~‘2 
< c,, 
i 
I .f W)l + I &II + II 111 II + I f’(r)1 
+ ~(l~‘(~)l+lI.f.2(~)ll)d.\ s 7 V’tE co, z-1, (6.8) 
where f I E W1lp(O, T; H), f2 E Lp(O, T, V) are such that f =f’ +f2 and C,s 
is a positive constant depending on A, B, III P III,,, Ill Q Illo, III ‘YIII ,. I.K, 
Ill @ Ill 0. 1. L.
Proof: First we observe that it suffices to prove (formally) the a priori 
estimate (6.8). Indeed, this estimate gives the uniqueness and allows us to 
prove the existence by a standard Faedo-Galerkin method (cf., e.g., [ 18, 
Vol. I, Chap. 3, Sect. 8, Theorem 8.11). Alternative proofs of these results 
can be obtained following the arguments used in [l] or by means of a 
semigroup approach (see, e.g., [ 121 and the references therein). 
Let us consider the energy identity obtained by multiplying both sides of 
Eq. (6.1) by 2Ati( t). We have 
/ti(t)/l’+2 IAu(t)l” 
=2~‘(~(u)(s),Ati(s))ds+~Au0~‘+~~u,~1’+2~~(f’(s),Air(s))ds 
0 
+ 2 s ; (f’(s), AC(s)) ds, vt E co, Tl, (6.9) 
where 9(z) is defined by 
F(z)(t) := -(Y * B=)(t)--(@ * P1)(t)-Qi(t), for a.e. t E (0, T), 
(6.10) 
and f =f’ +f’, f’ E W’.p(O, r, H), f2 E Lp(O1 T; V). Here 1.1 and ( -, .) 
denotes the norm and the inner product in H, respectively, and 1) .I1 denotes 
the norm in V. 
Observe that, integrating by parts, we get (cf. (6.10)) 
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i 
’ (F(u)(s), h(s)) ds 
0 
=(Y*Bu(r),Au(t))-j’(Y’(O)Bu(s)-(!i’*Bu)(s),Au(s))d~ 
0 
- j; a((@ * PC)(s), zi(s)) ds - j; a(&(.~), C(s)) ds, v’t E [O, z-1. 
(6.11) 
From (6.11) we infer the inequality 
2 j; (P-(u)(s), AC(s)) ds 
GE 
-2 
I j 
: (III ‘PII,* IhI) ds 2+&2 IAu(f)12+ III WM:j; lMs)l’ds 
+j’/Au(s)12ds+j’(IIl~lllK* IBu12)(s)ds 
0 0 
+ 5 (: Ill ‘@Ill L+o.s;K) I A4s)12 ds 
+ cl2 j; (( Ill @ III L * II PC II I(s) 
+ II Q4s)ll )II 4s)ll ds, VfE [O, Tl, E#O, (6.12) 
where C, > 0 is the boundedness constant of a (cf. (hl)). 
Note that, here and in the sequel, we use the well-known inequality 
2 Ixq’( <&--x2+ (&yy VX,~ER,V’E#O. 
From (6.12), using a well-known property of the convolution product, we 
obtain 
2 j; (@(u)(s), MS)) dsl 
6E2 I A4t)12 + (Ill *Ill Ll(o. I; ,c) + 1) j; I A4s)12 ds 
+ (&-2 Ill Ylll zLq0.t: K) + Ill W)lll:, + Ill @Ill Ll,o.r:K,) I,’ I B4s)12 ds 
+ ca ( III p III ; Ill @ Ill L'(0.r: L) + Ill Q Ill ;, j’ II 4s)ll’ ds, 
0 
VCE [O, z-1, EZO. (6.13) 
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On the other hand, an integration by parts yields 
2 /J ; (f’(s), A4.Y)) ds 
d 2 IV(r)* Au(f))1 +2 I(f’(O), Au,)1 
+ 2 j; (j-‘(s), Au(s)) ds 
<EC2 I.f’(t)12+&2 IAu(t)l’+ I.f’(O)(‘+ IAu,12 
+ j’ I .f’b)l I Aub)l & VfE [O, T],E#O. (6.14) 
0 
Moreover, we have 
= IJ ‘I W’(S), 4s)) ds < C, jr II f%)ll It a(s)11 ds, VfE [O, T]. 0 0 
(6.15) 
Assumption (h3) implies that there exists a constant CB > 0 such that 
IBzl <CL3 IA-l, VZE w. 
This inequality and (6.13)-(6.15) allow us to derive from (6.9) the 
inequality 
II 4f)l12 f 2 I ‘wr)12 
Q2~Auo~‘+~~u,~~~+If’(0)l~+E~~]f’(t)l~+2&1~Au(t)l2 
+ CC;v Ill ~llILL,O, t;K, + Ill w)lll2,+ Ill ~lllL~,O,r:K,) 
+ III @Ill L’(o,r;KI + 11 
X Jr I MsN2 ds + 2 j’ I h,l I Ms)l ds + 2C, j’ II f2(s)ll II 4s)lI ds 
0 0 0 
+ 2c, (ill p 111 i iii @ iii Ll(O.r;L) + 111 e iii 3 
x I ; II h)l12 & V’rE [O, 7-1, EZO. (6.16) 
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Choosing now, e.g., E = 2 -I!‘, the inequality (6.16) yields 
II 4t)ll’+ I Mf)lZ 
~c,,(~)+c,,(~) ~‘(l14s)l12+ lMs)12)ds 
0 
VfE co, n 
(6.17) 
where 
C,,(f):=2~Au012+~lu,11’+21f’(t)12+If’(0)1’, for a.e. t E (0, T), 
C,,(t) := CA2 Ill ~lI/Zr,0,,:X.,+ III lu(o)lll~+ Ill %~,O,,:K))+ Ill m’lO.r;KI+ 1 
+ 2C,( Ill P Ill if III @ Ill L11o.r;L) + III Q III $7 vt E [O, T]. 
Let us set 
N(u)(t) := {IlLi(t)l lAU(f)17y2, VfE [O, 7-l. 
Then inequality (6.17) can be rewritten as 
(Nu)(f))2 < C,,(r) + C,,(f) i’ (N(u)(s))~ ds + ?” Cm(s) N(u)(s) 4
0 0 
VfE m n (6.18) 
where 
C,,(f) := WI j“U)l + c, II f’(f)ll), for a.e. f E (0, T). 
Applying now a generalized version of Gronwall’s Lemma (cf. [ 1, 
Teor. 2.11 to (6.18) we find (6.8). 1 
7. PROOF OF THEOREMS 3.1 AND 3.2 
Here we give the proofs of our main results. 
Let (Y, @) E W’(T) := F@‘(O, T; K) x P@‘(O, T; 15) be given. Then, 
thanks to Theorem 6.2, the Cauchy problem (2.1)-(2.3) has a unique solu- 
tion u E Y(T) with ii E C( [0, T]; H) + Lp(O, T; V). 
Hence the mapping %! : W(T) -P Y(T), %( Y, @) := u is well-defined. That 
allows us to rewrite our identification problem (2.1)-(2.7) for the new 
unknown Y := (Y, @)* E %-(T) in the following way (cf. (2.4k(2.7)). 
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Find YE W(T) such that 
f(r)= i?T[ Y, 4!(Y)](f) := (R[ Y, 4!(Y)], S[ Y, “ill(Y)])*, for a.e. f E (0, T), 
(7.1) 
Y(0) = Y, := (Yo, q))*. (7.2) 
Proving Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to proving that problem (7.1 t(7.2) 
admits a unique solution for T* E (0, T] small enough. To get this result 
we need the folowing lemma about the mapping ~2. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let the assumptions (3.1)-(3.4) be satisfied for some 
p E [ 1, + a~]]. Then the following estimates hold 
II “B( Y) II Y,,) 6 C,,(P, T). vre co, Tl,pE CL +a), (7.3) 
II “a( Y) II Y,,) G C?O + c2, (PY n V’rE [O, T],p= +x, (7.4) 
V~~~lI;u-):=I~~~-lr’(n: IIYII..,.,:= Ill ~‘lll,.p..+ III Y211/,,,,,<p,p>O); 
(7.5) 
IIw~z)--(~,)II v(rlbC22b n{IIlv- ~tNO)llI.+ II/V- qNO)lI/, 
+ s )llCfi- f;)~~)lI/~+ lll(f:- f:)(~)lIIdd~ , I 
vr E [O, T], v Y, ( Y2 E WJ T). (7.6) 
Here CL9, Czl, Cl? : R + x R + + R + are continuous functions non- 
decreasing in each of their arguments and also depending on I Au, 1, 11 U, I/, 
II FII wqo, CH) + Lp(0. r; I’)? C,, CB, and the norms qf P, Q, M, li;r, N, IV, as does 
the positive constant Czo. Moreover 
lim C,,(p, rj=o, 
r-o+ 
vp>o. (7.7) 
Let us prove first Theorem 3.1, postponing the proof of Lemma 7.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us set i := f and 
Y,+~‘i(r)m,P 
0 
(r,c~$)d+), 
for a.e. t E (0, T) and for any YE W‘(T) satisfying (7.2). 
Then the Cauchy problem (7.1)-( 7.2) turns out to be the following tixed- 
point equation 
[+p([). (7.8) 
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Observe that $’ maps c(T) := Lp(O, T; K) x Lp(O, T; L) into itself. We 
will use the Contraction Principle to show that Eq. (7.8) has a unique fixed 
point in #*(T*) for T* E (0, T] small enough. This fact suffices to conclude 
the proof. 
Let us assume first p E [ 1, + ac, ) and let us consider the closed ball of 
Y?“(T) centered at the origin of radius p > 0, that is to say (cf. (7.5)) Tp( T). 
Thanks to (h5), (3.5), and (7.3) there exists a positive constant C(p, T) 
and g E Lp(O, T; R + ) such that, for any c E g-,(T), 
111&3’ (t)lllK+ III%i)2 Ulll~dh T)+g(t). for a.e. t E (0, T). 
(7.9) 
Here and in the sequel of the proof e: R + x R + + R + denotes a 
continuous function having the same properties as C,,, in Lemma 7.1 and 
ah depending on Ill fJ’o Ill K, III @o III L. 
The bound (7.9) gives 
III &i)lll j-(,) d 2 (b T) T”” + II gll m,r,)> t't~ (0. T). (7.10) 
Recalling now (h6) and taking (7.6) into account we get the following 
estimate, valid for any < ,, i2 E %p ( T), 
lll~‘(iz)(~)-~‘(i,)(~)lllK+ lll~2(i2)(~)--2(il)(~)lllr 
<‘%A T)S’(IIl(i:-it)(r)il.+ Ill(i~-if)(T)lll~)dT, 
0 
for a.e. t E (0, T). (7.11) 
Then, by Holder’s inequality and (7.11), we obtain 
ll~B(i2)-8(;,)ltl~~,,~~(p, T)j-; tP’p’ Ill(i2-i,)lll3-,,, dr, 
VIE[O, T],V~&E*~(T), (7.12) 
where l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
Choosing now T* E (0, T] and p* > 0 such that (cf. (7.10)) 
W~P*, T*)(T*)““+ II gllu,o,~*,)GP*, 
the inequalities (7.10) and (7.11) imply that the iterative mapping 2” is a 
contraction from $,. (T*) into itself for n E N large enough. Then, owing 
to the generalized Contraction Principle, Eq. (7.8) has a unique fixed point 
in @p.(T*). 
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Finally, let us assume p = + xi. In this case we consider the following 
closed and bounded subset of @( T) 
YT;(T):= ji~~~-(T):Ili-~(O)Il~,~,dp,p>O),, 
where (cf. (7.2)) B(O) := T( Y,, J&( Y,)). 
Taking (h6) and (7.1). (7.4) into account it is not hard to prove the 
estimate 
II %i) - &O)ll tj,Tl 6 Czj + Cub, T), V<E q(T), (7.13) 
where Cz3 is a positive constant having the same properties as C20 and 
Cz4:R+ xR+ +R+ is a continuous function having the same properties 
as Cz,. In particular, C,, satisfies (7.7). 
Observe now that (7.11) also holds in this case. Then, owing to (7.11) 
and (7.13), we can get the proof by means of the same arguments used in 
the first case. 1 
We now prove Lemma 7. I. 
Proof qf Lemma 7.1. Let YE %I;( T) be given. Then, inequality (6.8) 
applied to the Cauchy problem (6.1)-( 6.2) gives (7.3) or (7.4). 
To prove (7.6) we consider Y,, Y1 E Y4;,( T) and we observe that 
da := %!( Yz) - %( Y,) solves the problem 
#(f)+‘4&(l)+(Y;* fw)(t)+(r;* PJi/)(r)+Q4(t) 
=M(~~(t))+M(~~(r))+N(~*(t))+m(~(~),+~('o. 
for a.e. t E (0. T), T> 0, (7.14) 
&(O) = 0, 4(O) = 0, (7.15) 
where F, := Yi - ri, P’ := rz - Yf , and F is defined by 
I:=-(~'*~~(r,))(t)--(F'*p~~(r,))(t), for a.e. t E (0, T). 
Note that FE WLJ(O, r; H)+ Lp(O, T; V). 
Inequality (6.8) applied to the Cauchy problem (7.14))(7.15) yields the 
estimate (cf. (3.3)-(3.4)) 
ll~II,~,,,~~2”,1~~~‘~~~~1 + IvmM + Iwv)l + IW(t))l 
+ II ii;i( @(T))II + II N( +(~))ll) G!T + Jr (I r'(O) B*( r,)(T)1 
0 
+~(~'*~~(r,))(T)~+~I(~**PJ~(rl))(s)ll)dr~. tlt~[O, T]. 
(7.16) 
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Recalling (3.3))(3.4), taking (7.3) or (7.4) into account and observing 
that 
P(tj= Q(r)+j’ P(~)ds, v’r E [O, T], i= 1, 2, 
0 
it is an easy task to deduce (7.6) from (7.16). I 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Here and in the sequel of the proof we denote by 
e(p, A, T) a positive constant having the same properties as C, (cf. (3.6)). 
Observe first that there exists e( p. A, T) such that 
II u, II y,r, 6 &A 4 T), ,j= 1, 2. (7.17) 
This bound easily follows by (3.7)-(3.8) and (7.8). 
Taking now Eqs. (2.4)-(2.7) into account and setting P := Yz - Y,, 
@:=@,-@,, we have 
9(r)=RzCY*,~,,u,,iczl(t)-R?[Y,,~,,u,,li,](t) 
+R~C~,,~,,~~,~i,l(~)-R,C~,,~,,u,,li,l(t), 
for a.e. r E (0, T), (7.18) 
~,(tj=s,[Y~,~r,u~,liz](t)-S,[Y,,Q,,,u,,li,](t) 
+~z[~,.~,,~,,~,I(~)-S,C~,,~,,u,,ti,l(~). 
for a.e. I E (0, T). (7.19) 
Recalling (h6) and using (7.17) from (7.18)-(7.19) it follows 
III *w K + III &Ill L 
db 4 T) 1 Clll’&)lll.+ Ill~~~)/l/~l dT 
1 0 
+ II 11 IIL’I0.f. II’) + II fJ II L’IO. I: I , 
+,~~~~2,~Il~~C~,.~;,~,.~~il~~I-~,C~;~~,,~i~~,l~~~ll~ I 
+ IIS,Cul,, @,, II,, ri;l(r)-S, cy;, @;3 u,, ~,l(t)llL) 
for a.e. t E (0, T), (7.20) 
where u := u> - 14, 
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On the other hand, it is not hard to check that u solves the Cauchy 
problem 
ii(t)+A~(r)+(Y~*Bu)(f)+(~~*P,ti)(r)+Q,,i(t) 
=M(‘Y,(t))+A((I*(t))+N(~,(f)) 
+W(&(tH+~(Y @j(t), for ax. f E (0, T), (7.21 
u(0) = ug := u()* - UO,) ti(O)=u, :=21,2-u,,. (7.22 
where M:=Mz-M,,li;l:=iif,-li;i,, N:=Nz-N,. R:=m,-m,, and 
9 Y, @) is defined by 
+ N, (@(I)) + m, M(t)), for a.e. t E (0, T), ( 7.23 )
where P:=P,-P,,Q:=Q?-Q,. 
Applying now Theorem 6.2 (cf. (6.8)) to the Cauchy problem 
(7.21 t(7.22) we get the estimate 
II u II Y,r,a7P, *4, T) 
1 
I&Y, @)(O)l+ IAuoI + llu, II + Iw? @)(f)l 
+~‘~I~‘~Y,~~~i~l+lI~2~~,~~~T~ll~m , 
1 
Vre [0, Z-1, (7.24) 
0 
where (cf (7.23)) 
~‘(Y,~):=(F~-F,)‘-Y**BU,-~*P~,-~*Pr3, 
-@, * Pt;,+M,(Y)+N,(@), (7.25 )
P(Y,~):=(F,-F,)‘-Ql;,+li;l-,(s,+m,(~). (7.26) 
Finally, from (7.20), (7.24)-(7.26) we infer the wanted estimate (3.6). m 
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